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Antenna Selection for Full-Duplex Distributed Massive MIMO via the Elite
Preservation Genetic Algorithm

Pengcheng Zhu , Member, IEEE, Zheng Sheng , Jialong Bao, and Jiamin Li , Member, IEEE

Abstract— For a full-duplex distributed massive multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) system, the spectrum efficiency
improves significantly over that of a half-duplex system. How-
ever, self-interference between all base stations and multiuser
interference limit the further improvement of the spectrum
efficiency. In this letter, an antenna selection strategy is proposed
to address this problem. In particular, the antenna selection
problem is formulated as an optimization problem of maximizing
the total spectrum efficiency of the system. Since the problem is
a nonconvex integer programming problem and it is difficult to
find a globally optimal solution, an elite preservation genetic
algorithm (EPGA) is utilized to solve this problem, which
employs an elite preservation strategy to ensure that the optimal
individuals will not be lost due to crossover or mutation in the
evolution. The simulation results indicate that the performance
of the EPGA is close to the performance of exhaustive search
and much better than the performance of random assignment.

Index Terms— Distributed massive MIMO, full-duplex antenna
selection, elite preservation genetic algorithm, spectrum
efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT years, distributed massive multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) has been foreseen as a promising

network architecture for 6th generation (6G) mobile commu-
nication systems thanks to its abilities of extending coverage
and enhancing throughput [1]. In this architecture, the base
stations (BSs) equipped with remote antenna units (RAUs)
are separated geographically over a large area and connected
to the central processing unit (CPU) by high-bandwidth and
low-delay backhaul like fibers. The full-duplex (FD) system,
which transmits and receives signals in the same time slot
and on the same frequency, is enabled as a result of advanced
self-interference cancellation technology, which suppresses the
self-interference of each RAU to a very low level [2]. Owing
to its potential to double the spectrum efficiency (SE) of
the traditional half-duplex (HD) system, the FD system has
attracted tremendous attention from the academic world.

In an FD distributed communication system, each antenna at
an RAU can be switched between downlink transmitting and
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uplink receiving modes, and self-interference exists in each
RAU. The self-interference of each RAU requires advanced
interference mitigation employing analog or digital cancella-
tion, or a combination of analog and digital cancellation [3].
In addition, the interference between uplink and downlink
antennas of different RAUs cannot be ignored. Furthermore,
it is worth noting that the signal transmitted by the uplink user
also interferes with the downlink user. An appropriate antenna
selection scheme can effectively reduce the influence on the
SE caused by the interference.

In [4], the authors propose the transmit-receive antenna
pair selection scheme from the perspective of maximizing
sum rate and minimizing the symbol error rate in a point-
to-point FD system where each node is only equipped with
two antennas. However, the scenario of more antennas and
multi-user is not considered in [4]. In [5], the FD antenna
selection problem is transformed into an optimization problem
to minimize the mean square error (MSE) of the received
signal and is solved by the parallel successive convex approx-
imation (PSCA) algorithm, which transforms the nonconvex
part of the optimization problem into a solvable convex
problem and obtains the approximate solution. Although the
PSCA algorithm improves the total spectrum efficiency, there
is a large gap compared with exhaustive search. Smart FD
architecture with two RF chains for an antenna, which is an
intermediate between the separate and shared architectures,
is proposed in [6] and the authors investigate its benefits by an
assignment problem to optimally assign antennas, beamform-
ing and power to maximize the weighted sum SE. The near-to-
optimal solution is obtained with block coordinate descent and
advanced semidefinite programming (ASDP) but the number
of RF chains may be limited due to the cost constraint and
there is room for further improvement of SE as the number of
antennas grows.

The works mentioned above differ from ours since an
FD distributed massive MIMO system is considered in our
letter. Apart from the self-interference of each RAU and
UE-to-UE interference between uplink and downlink users,
the interference between uplink and downlink antennas of
different RAUs also exists. Considering above interference,
we endeavor to optimize the antenna selection vector for the
maximization of the achievable sum rate. Since it is difficult
to address the formulated nonconvex problem, we propose
an elite preservation genetic algorithm (EPGA) with lower
complexity than exhaustive search to address the problem.
The numerical results show that the performance of the
proposed algorithm approaches the performance of exhaustive
search.
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Fig. 1. An architecture diagram of an FD distributed massive MIMO system.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Fig. 1 depicts the considered FD distributed massive MIMO
system, where each antenna unit at an RAU can be switched
between uplink receiving and downlink transmitting. A typical
single-cell FD distributed massive MIMO system consisting
of M RAUs is considered. Each RAU is equipped with N
antenna units and there are KU uplink HD users and KD

downlink HD users equipped with a single antenna each.

A. Channel Characteristics

The uplink channel vector gU
i ∈ CMN×1 between the ith

uplink user and the antennas of all RAUs can be expressed as

gU
i =

√
ΛU

i hU
i , (1)

where ΛU
i = diag([λU

1,i, . . . , λ
U
m,i, . . . , λ

U
M,i]

T )
⊗

IN repre-
sents a large-scale fading matrix between the ith uplink user
and the antennas of all RAUs and diag(a) represents a diagonal
matrix whose diagonal elements are composed by vector a.
λU

m,i is a large-scale fading factor between the ith uplink user
and the mth RAU. hU

i ∈ CMN×1 represents the small-scale
fading vector between the ith uplink user and the antennas of
all RAUs. IN is a N × N unit matrix, and

⊗
represents the

Kronecker product.
Similarly, the channel vector gD

j ∈ CMN×1 between the jth
downlink user and the antennas of all RAUs can be written as

gD
j =

√
ΛD

j hD
j , (2)

where ΛD
j = diag([λD

1,j , . . . , λ
D
m,j , . . . , λ

D
M,j ]

T )
⊗

IN repre-
sents the large-scale fading matrix between the antennas of
all RAUs and the jth downlink user and hD

j ∈ CMN×1 is a
small-scale fading vector between the antennas of all RAUs
and the jth downlink user.

The channel gain gi,j,U between the ith uplink user and the
jth downlink user can be expressed as

gi,j,U =
√

λi,j,U si,j,U , (3)

where λi,j,U and si,j,U represent the large-scale fading factor
and small-scale fading factor between the ith uplink user and
the jth downlink user, respectively.

Although advanced self-interference cancellation technol-
ogy has been applied, a low level of residual self-interference
also exits between the uplink and downlink antennas of
each RAU. The self-interference matrix of the whole system
after self-interference cancellation HSI ∈ CMN×MN can be
written as

HSI =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

H11 . . . . . . H1M

... H22

...
...

. . .
...

HM1 . . . . . . HMM

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4)

where Hii ∈ CN×N is defined to represent the
self-interference channel matrix of the ith RAU. The elements
in the matrix are independent and all obey the distribution
CN (

√
σ2

SIKr/(1 + Kr), σ2
SI/(1 + Kr)), where Kr is the

Rician factor, and σ2
SI represents self-interference variance,

which is the ratio of the average self-interference power after
and before the cancellation process [7]. Hij ∈ CN×N with
i �= j, represents the interference channel matrix between the
ith RAU and the jth RAU, whose element hp,q,B in pth row
and qth column is expressed as

hp,q,B =
√

λp,q,Bsp,q,B. (5)

where λp,q,B and sp,q,B represent the large-scale fading factor
and small-scale fading factor between the pth antenna of the
ith RAU and the qth antenna of the jth RAU, respectively [8].

B. Signal Model

The CSI is assumed known at the RAUs, which is also in
accordance with some works in the FD literature [6], [7]. Here,
we will temporarily forget the antenna selection and we will
consider shared FD antennas, which can work as transmitter
and receiver at the same time. Then, the signal yU received
at all the RAUs can be expressed as

yU =
KU∑
i=1

√
pU

i gU
i sU

i +HSI

⎛
⎝KD∑

j=1

√
pD

j wD
j sD

j

⎞
⎠+n, (6)

where pU
i is the transmission power of the ith uplink user, and

pD
j is the transmission power for the jth downlink user. sU

i and

sD
j are the symbols of the ith uplink user and the jth downlink

user, respectively, and wD
j ∈ CMN×1 represents the precoding

vector for the jth downlink user. n is white Gaussian noise,
and n ∼ CN (0, σ2

uIMN ). Similarly, the received signal yD
j of

the jth downlink user can be written as

yD
j =(gD

j )
H

KD∑
k=1

√
pD

k wD
k sD

k +
KU∑
i=1

√
pU

i gi,j,UsU
i +nj, (7)

where gD
j represents the channel vector between the jth

downlink user and the RAUs and wD
k is the precoding vector

for the kth downlink user. nj is white Gaussian noise, and
nj ∼ CN (0, σ2

d).
When considering antenna working mode selection, the

signal model needs to be modified to some extent. For conve-
nience of description, we define xU

i ∈ {0, 1}N×1 as the uplink
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channel assignment vector of the ith RAU, each element of
which is selected as 0 or 1. If the jth element of xU

i is set
to 1, then the jth antenna of the ith RAU works in the uplink
receiving mode. Otherwise, the jth antenna of the ith RAU
works in the downlink transmitting mode. Similarly, we define
xD

i ∈ {0, 1}N×1 as the downlink channel assignment vector
of the ith RAU. Clearly, xU

i + xD
i = 1N×1, where 1N×1

represents an N × 1 vector whose elements are all 1. Then,
we can obtain the uplink antenna assignment vector xU and
assignment matrix XU of the whole system, as shown below.

xU = [(xU
1 )

H
, . . . , (xU

M )
H

]
H

, XU = diag(xU ). (8)

In the same way, we can define the downlink antenna
assignment vector xD and assignment matrix XD of the whole
system, expressed as follows:

xD = 1− xU , XD = diag(xD) = I − XU . (9)

According to the antenna assignment vector, the effective
channel vectors of the ith uplink user and the jth down-
link user can be defined as ḡU

i and ḡD
j , and the effective

self-interference matrix at the base station can be defined as
H̄SI ; then,

ḡU
i = XUgU

i , ḡD
j = XDgD

j , (10)

H̄SI = XUHSIXD. (11)

Therefore, with an effective channel vector and effective
self-interference matrix, the effective signal received at the
base station can be expressed as

ȳU =
KU∑
i=1

√
pU

i ḡU
i sU

i + HSI

⎛
⎝KD∑

j=1

√
pD

j wD
j sD

j

⎞
⎠ + XUn,

(12)

Similarly, the effective signal ȳD
j received by the jth downlink

user is modified as

ȳD
j = (ḡD

j )
H

KD∑
k=1

√
pD

k wD
k sD

k +
KU∑
i=1

√
pU

i gi,j,UsU
i + nj.

(13)

C. Uplink and Downlink Spectrum Efficiency
Based on the above analysis, the signal received at the

RAU from the ith uplink user mainly consists of three parts:
the effective signal transmitted by the ith uplink user, the
interference signal transmitted by other uplink users as well
as the interference signal transmitted by the base station
to all downlink users, and noise. Therefore, the signal-to-
interference and noise ratio (SINR) of the ith uplink user
received by the RAU is

γU
i =

pU
i

∥∥ḡU
i

∥∥2

2
KU∑

k=1,k �=i

pU
k

∥∥ḡU
k

∥∥2

2
+

KD∑
j=1

pD
j

∥∥HSIwD
j

∥∥2

2
+σ2

u

. (14)

Then, the uplink spectral efficiency of the whole system can
be expressed as

RU =
KU∑
i=1

log(1 + γU
i ). (15)

Similarly, the signal received by the jth downlink user also
consists of three parts: the effective signal transmitted by the
base station to the jth downlink user, the interference signal
transmitted by the base station to other downlink users as well
as the interference signal transmitted by all uplink users, and
noise. Thus, the SINR of the jth downlink user is

γD
j =

pD
j

∥∥∥(ḡD
j )HwD

j

∥∥∥2

2
KD∑

k=1,k �=j

pD
k

∥∥∥(ḡD
j )HwD

k

∥∥∥2

2
+

KU∑
i=1

pU
i |gi,j,U |2+σ2

d

. (16)

Then, the downlink spectrum efficiency of the whole system
can be expressed as

RD =
KD∑
j=1

log(1 + γD
j ). (17)

D. Problem Statement
When the channel condition and user position are deter-

mined, the spectrum efficiency of the system is only related
to the working mode of the antennas. In this letter, the sum
spectrum efficiency of the system is maximized by finding the
best antenna selection scheme, and the optimization problem
is stated as follows:

max
xU

RU (xU ) + RD(xU ), (18a)

s.t. xU ∈ {0, 1}MN×1
. (18b)

III. ELITE PRESERVATION GENETIC

ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATION

In this letter, an intelligent optimization method that
employs an elite preservation genetic algorithm is proposed to
achieve the maximum spectrum efficiency of the distributed
FD system.

A. Algorithm Principle
1) Population Initialization: In (18a), xU is a binary solu-

tion vector that meets the requirements of the genetic algo-
rithm coding space and is directly used as the individual in
the genetic space. The population set at the uth evolution is
defined as

XU
u =

{
xU

u,1,x
U
u,2, . . . ,x

U
u,pop

}
, (19)

where xU
u,r is the rth individual of the population set and pop

is the population size. The initial population is XU
1 .

2) Fitness Function: The fitness function is an indicator
used to judge the pros and cons of individuals in the group.
In this letter, the value of the objective function in (18a)
can effectively reflect the performance of the antenna working
mode selection scheme. Thus, the sum spectrum efficiency is
chosen as the fitness function, and the larger the fitness is, the
better the individual is. The fitness function fit(xU ) of the
individuals is defined as follows:

fit(xU ) = RU (xU ) + RD(xU ). (20)

3) Selection: The purpose of selection is to select excellent
individuals from the current population so that they have
the opportunity to breed as parents. The tournament selection
strategy is utilized. This strategy first selects n individuals
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from the population randomly and then compares their fitness.
The individual with the highest fitness of these n individuals
is chosen as the parent to pass on to the next generation. The
above selection process is repeated pop times; then, we can
obtain a new population XU

u,s, expressed as follows:

XU
u,s =

{
xU

u,s,1,x
U
u,s,2, . . . ,x

U
u,s,pop

}
. (21)

where xU
u,s,r is the rth individual of the population set after

selection.
4) Crossover: Crossover is the main genetic operation in

genetic algorithms. A new generation of individuals can be
obtained by a crossover operation, which combines the char-
acteristics of parents. In our algorithm, the probability of
crossover is Pc. When crossover occurs, a new population
XU

u,c =
{
xU

u,c,1,x
U
u,c,2, . . . ,x

U
u,c,pop

}
is produced based on

the following rule:

xU
u,c,2v−1 = [xU

u,s,2v−1(1), . . . ,xU
u,s,2v−1(k),

xU
u,s,2v(k + 1), . . . ,xU

u,s,2v(pop)]T , (22)
xU

u,c,2v = [xU
u,s,2v(1), . . . ,xU

u,s,2v(k),
xU

u,s,2v−1(k + 1), . . . ,xU
u,s,2v−1(pop)]T , (23)

where xU
u,c,r is the rth individual of the population set after

crossover, k obeys a discrete uniform distribution in [1, pop]
and v = 1, 2, . . . , pop

2 .
5) Mutation: With the mutation operation, an individual

in the population is randomly selected, and the value of
a chromosome node of this individual may be changed
with a certain probability. The mutation probability is Pm,
and the population obtained via mutation is XU

u,m ={
xU

u,m,1,x
U
u,m,2, . . . ,x

U
u,m,pop

}
where xU

u,m,r is the rth indi-
vidual of the population set after mutation. For each element
of xU

u,m,r with r = 1, 2, . . . , pop, the mutation rule is:

xU
u,m,r(q) =

{
xU

u,c,r(q) p > Pm

1 − xU
u,c,r(q) p ≤ Pm,

(24)

where p ∈ [0, 1] is a uniformly distributed random number
and regenerated for each q.

B. Elite Preservation Strategy
To select a new generation of individuals, an elite preserva-

tion strategy is employed in our algorithm since this method
can obtain the solution close to the globally optimal solution
efficiently. When evolving to a new generation by exploiting
this strategy, the individuals with the highest fitness are copied
directly to the next generation without crossover, mutation or
other genetic operations. The main purpose of elite preserva-
tion strategy is maintaining the optimal individual found by the
population evolution so far. We can preserve the best individual
(only one) or a group of the best of the previous generation
as long as the main purpose is reached. Here, we preserve
the best individual (only one) in our algorithm. Assuming
l1 = arg max

r=1,2,...,pop
fit(xU

u,r) and l2 = arg max
r=1,2,...,pop

fit(xU
u,m,r),

the (u + 1)th generation is produced as follows:

XU
u+1 =

{
{xU

u,l1 , . . . ,x
U
u,m,k−1,x

U
u,m,k+1, . . .} f1 ≥ f2

XU
u,m f1 < f2,

(25)

TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

where f1 = fit(xU
u,l1

), f2 = fit(xU
u,m,l2

) and xU
u,m,k is the

lowest-fitness individual in XU
u,m.

C. Complexity Analysis

The detailed steps of the elite preservation genetic algorithm
can be found in Algorithm 1. For a given population size
pop and iteration number Lit, the number of evaluations of
the fitness function is equal to Lit × pop. The complexity of
the proposed algorithm is O(Litpop), which grows linearly
with Lit and pop. By contrast, the computational complexity
of exhaustive search is O(2MN ), which grows exponentially.
If MN is large, the complexity savings of our algorithm are
significant.

Algorithm 1 Working Mode Selection Algorithm

1: Input: gU
i ,gD

j ,HSI , gi,j,U ,wD
j , pU

i , pD
j , N, Pc, Pm, Lit

2: Initialization:
3: Initialize the random population set XU

1 and u = 1
4: Evolution:
5: while u ≤ Lit do
6: Calculate the fitness value of individuals using (20)

in XU
u

7: Perform selection and produce XU
u,s according to (21)

8: Perform crossover according to (22) and (23) and
produce XU

u,c

9: Perform mutation according to (24) and produce XU
u,m

10: Generate a new population XU
u+1 with (25)

11: u + +
12: end while
13: Output: xU

Lit+1,l1
as the solution for problem (18)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed elite preser-
vation genetic algorithm is analyzed through Monte Carlo
simulations. A single-cell distributed FD MIMO system is
considered, where the users are randomly distributed and M =
6 RAUs are uniformly distributed on a circle whose center is
the center of the cell. The beamformer wD

j is generated by
maximum ratio transmission (MRT) precoding. In addition,
the downlink power pD

j is 30 dBm and the uplink power pU
i

is 20 dBm for each user. The other required parameters are
listed in Table I.

Fig. 2 shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
of the sum spectrum efficiency of different selection schemes,
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the CDFs of different assignment schemes at N = 4
and N = 16. The self-interference variance σ2

SI is −80dB and the Rician
factor Kr is set as 0dB.

Fig. 3. Average sum spectrum efficiency versus self-interference variance
σ2

SI of different assignment schemes at N = 16. The Rician factor Kr is
set as 0dB and 30dB.

where the number of users is 16 with 8 uplink and 8 downlink
users, and the SNR is set as 10 dB. Since exhaustive search
when N = 16 has a complexity of 2(MN) = 296, which is
extremely high, it is impossible for the computer to solve it
now. Thus, we make the CDFs figure for different schemes
except exhaustive search when N = 16.

From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the performance of the
proposed EPGA is close to that of the exhaustive search at
N = 4 and better than the PSCA algorithm mentioned in [5]
as well as the A-SDP algorithm mentioned in [6] at N = 4 and
N = 16. Additionally, its performance is much better than that
of the random assignment scheme and half-split assignment
scheme, where xU = [0MN/2,1MN/2]. The performance
of all above schemes in FD system is better than that of
TDD system, which shows the great potential of FD system.

Furthermore, the growth on the number of antennas per RAU
increases the sum SE of all different schemes including TDD.

The performance of the proposed EPGA and other algo-
rithms at different self-interference variance σ2

SI and Rician
factor Kr is illustrated in Fig. 3. As self-interference variance
increases, the sum SE of different schemes in FD system
gradually declines since the residual self-interference limits
the improvement of the sum SE. As the Rician factor grows
in FD massive MIMO system, the sum SE of different schemes
is nearly unchanged, which shows the Rician factor has
less influence than self-interference variance. In addition, our
proposed EPGA is better than other schemes in FD system
regardless of the self-interference variance and Rician factor.

V. CONCLUSION

This letter presented an elite preservation genetic algorithm
to design an antenna selection scheme in an full-duplex dis-
tributed massive MIMO system. The self-interference of each
RAU, the interference between different RAUs, and UE-to-UE
interference were analyzed, and the antenna selection problem
was transformed into an optimization problem maximizing the
total spectrum efficiency. Then, the elite preservation genetic
algorithm was utilized to solve this optimization problem.
The simulation results show that our algorithm is much
better than a random assignment and close to an exhaustive
search.
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